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On Matroids and Sperner's Lemma 
BERNT LINDSTROM 
Laszlo Lovasz recently generalized the classical Sperner's lemma in algebraic topology by 
permitting matroid elements for the point labelling. We give a new proof and an extension of 
Lovasz' result. We also give an application to "k-forests", a kind of k-uniform hypergraphs in 
which edges are "separating" studied by Lovasz in [3] and by Winkler in [6]. 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Consider a finite set of vertices. A subset of size d + 1 is called a d-simplex. A chain with 
coefficients in a field F is a linear combination of oriented d -simplices with coefficients in 
F. The boundary operator i d, which .. is a linear operator on chains, .is defin~d by 
d(ao, a}, ... , ad) = L;=l (-1) (ao, ... , ai, ... , ad), where (ao, a}, ... ,ad) IS an onented 
d-simplex. 
A set of d -simplices O'}, 0'2, ••• ,O'n is called a d-cycle if there are non-zero ai E F such 
that L~=l aid(O';) = O. The following result contains Lovasz' theorem in [4] in the case when 
all ai = 1 and F is the field of integers modulo 2. 
THEOREM. Let C be a d-cycle. Assume that the vertices of Care labelled by elements of a 
matroid M of rank d + 1. If some simplex of C is labelled by the elements of a base of M, then 
there are at least two simplices in C with this property. 
A collection of k-sets (i.e. (k -I)-simplices) is called a k-forest in [3] if each simplex 0' is 
separating, i.e. if there is a partition of all vertices into k classes, which totally separate 0', 
but no other simplex of the collection. Lovasz proved in [3] that the maximum number of 
k-sets in a k-forest with n vertices is (k=~)' We prove this in a corollary. 
COROLLARY. A k-forest does not contain any (k -I)-cycle. Being independent in any 
simplicial matroid containing it, the k-forest cannot contain more than (k= l) k-sets, where n is 
the number of vertices. 
By triangulation of a d-manifold a d-cycle is obtained. It follows immediately from the 
theorem when M is the free matroid of rank d + 1 that no simplex in the triangulation is 
separating. This is the theorem of Winkler in [6]. 
2. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. With the matroid M is associated a geometric lattice L 
(cf. [2]). The supremum operation in L is denoted by v. Elements in L are partially ordered 
by <. Each ordered chain O<XO<Xl<" '<xp<i of elements in L gives a simplex 
{xo, ... ,xp} of a chain complex .:::i(L) associated with L. 
When ao, al,' .. , ap are elements of M (atoms of L), which need not be distinct or 
independent, we define as in [5] 
{3(ao, a}, ... , ap) = L sgn 1T(a1T (Oh a1T(O) v a1T (1l> ••• , a1T (O) v ... va1T(p», 
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where the sum runs over all permutations 7T of 0,1, ... ,p with sgn 7T = 1 or -1 depending 
on the parity of 7T. This element of the chain group of .1 (L) has the interesting property 
(3 (ao, a I. ... , ap ) yf 0 if and only if ao, a 10 ••• , ap is independent in M, (1) 
which is Lemma 3.8 of Orlik and Solomon in [5]. 
Let T(Xo, x I. .•. , xp) = (-lY (xo, ... , Xp-l) when Xo, x 10 ••• , xp E L. The operators (3 and 
T are extended by linearity to chain maps. It is not hard to see that 
(2) 
If !: V -+ E(M) is an assignment of elements of M to the points of C let 
!(Vo, Vb ... , Vd) = (f(vo), !(VI), ... ,!(Vd)) and extend! by linearity to a chain map. Note 
that! commutes with a. 
Let C = {Ub 172, ... , Un} be a d-cycle over F. Then we have non-zero (Xi EF with 
L~=l (Xja(uJ = O. Applying the linear operators! and (3, we find by (2): L~=l (XiT(3(f(Ui)) = 
O. If a particular !(Ui) is a base of M, the corresponding term in the sum is non-zero by the 
easy part of (1). Then for some j yf i, (3 (f(uJ) yf 0 and it follows that!(uj) is a base of M by 
(1), which was to be proved. 
PROOF OF THE COROLLARY. Assume that a (k -l)-cycle C is contained in the 
k-forest. We may label the vertices by 1, 2, ... , k such that any 17 E C is separating. Let M 
be free on {1, 2, ... , k}. Then we have a contradiction by the theorem. Hence, a k-forest is 
independent in any simplicial matroid containing it. The rank of a full k -simplicial matroid 
on n points is (k=~) (see [1] or [2]). This gives the upper bound of the Corollary. 
3. SOME RELATED QUESTIONS 
The converse of the corollary does not hold. Consider for example the collection of 
3-sets {l23, 124, 125, 135,234, 345}, where we write abc in place of {a, b, c}. The 
collection of sets is independent in any 3-simplicial matroid with points 1, 2, 3,4,5. But it is 
not a 3-forest, for 123 is not separating. 
It is well known that a 2-forest on {1, 2, ... ,n} is independent in the 2-simplicial 
(graphic) matroid on {1, 2, ... , n}. This does not extend to k-forests in general. Consider 
for example 3-forests on {1, 2, 3,4, 5}. The collection of all subsets of size 3 which contain 
"1" gives a 3-forest of cardinality 6. Now {123, 124, 125,234, 345} is a 3-forest of 
cardinality 5, which can not be extended to a 3-forest of size 6 by adjoining a 3-set 
containing "1". One of the axioms for independent sets in a matroid is thus violated. 
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